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txt .html, .js, .css, .php, .xml, .txt and many more file types. Search based on file content, attributes, size and more. Supports
CSS and XQuery, and supports keyboard shortcuts. Uses vim-mode syntax highlighting and indentation for HTML and JS. No
configuration needed. Supports json files with syntax highlighting. 0.13.2 Support json.txt, html.txt and more. Support multiline JSON. API: 0.20.3 Web server now supports SSL/TLS and self signed certificates. Novice level system requirements:
Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10, any minimum resolution. For others, compatible browsers: Firefox, Chrome, Safari,
Opera, IE8 and above. My rating: 4.7 X-Files is a powerful find and replace in multiple files with CSS, html, js, XML and php
syntax highlighting, use case to find and replace, but of course to search in multiple files, and support json files, so if you are
working with other languages and want to search it too, you need to install it. Replace text with colors in multiple files This tool
is designed to replace text, but it can also add colors. It supports all languages with syntax highlighting. Features: Search files
with smart queries as with Google or Bing. Replace simple or multiline text in multiple files. Complete search and replace
in .txt .html, .js, .css, .php, .xml, .txt and many more file types. Search based on file content, attributes, size and more. Supports
CSS and XQuery, and supports keyboard shortcuts. Uses vim-mode syntax highlighting and indentation for HTML and JS. No
configuration needed. Supports json files with syntax highlighting. 0.17.2.0 Support html.txt, xml.txt and more. API: 0.20.3
Web server now supports SSL/TLS and self signed certificates. My rating: 4.8 Replace text with CSS and HTML syntax
highlighting For those who love using vim, this tool can replace any text in multiple files and supports text with HTML and CSS
syntax highlighting. 82157476af
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